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DAY 1
Workshop „Ideas of Migration“ I
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Workshop „Ideas fo Migration“ II
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6941?pwd=VDZVUXZMTHFNb3FU
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MONDAY | DEC 14th

13:00 – 14:30
Walter Pohl: Welcome  
Stefan Donecker & Katharina Winckler:  
Introduction 

ETHNOGRAPHY: THE IMAGE OF THE NOMAD
Felicitas Schmieder: Movement on Maps. 
Latin European Images of Nomads in the 
Context of Late Medieval Mappae Mundi

THE MOBILITY OF THE PRIVILEGED AND  
THE MARGINALIZED   

Clemens Gantner: The Popes and their Greeks 
in the 7th and 8th Centuries

14:30-14:45 Break
14:45 – 16:15

Ekaterini Mitsiou: Mobility, Crime, and 
Punishment in 13th- and 14th-century 
Byzantium
Katharina Winckler: Bandits, Plundering 
Hordes or Glorious Armies. Vagrant People in 
the Early Middle Ages
Dave Hitchcock: Idle Wanderers Redeemed?  
The problematic valorisation of vagrant 
mobility, from Shakespeare to Wordsworth.

16:15-16:30 Break
16:30 – 17:30

Discussion day 1

TUESDAY | DEC 15th

9:30 – 11:00
MIGRATION IN CHRISTIAN DISCOURSE AND  
BIBLICAL EXEGESIS 

Uta Heil: Migration, Monasticism and Mission 
– Intersecting developments in Gaul of the  
5th century
Stefan Donecker: The Infernal Exodus of José 
de Acosta. Re-Appropriating the Second Book 
of Moses in the Age of European Expansion

THE DISCOURSE ON EMIGRATION IN THE AGE 
OF ENLIGHTENMENT

Ere Nokkala: “[S]ome very real disadvantages 
must exist to make a Swede dissatisfied with 
dwelling in Sweden”. Anders Chydenius’ The 
Causes of Emigration (1765)

11:00-11:20 Break
11:20 – 12:20
MIGRATION VS. AUTOCHTHON: HISTORICAL 
RESEARCH IN THE EARLY 20TH CENTURY

Francesco Borri: Northern Desire. Migration 
and Fatherland in NS Germany’s Imagined 
Past
Roland Steinacher: Fiction and Fact. 
Perceptions and perspectives on the transition 
from Late Antiquity to the Early Middle Ages    

12:20-12:45
Concluding discussion
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ETHNOGRAPHY: THE IMAGE OF  
THE NOMAD

Movement on Maps. Latin European 
Images of Nomads in the Context of 
Late Medieval Mappae Mundi
Felicitas SCHMIEDER  | University of Hagen

Nomads were, for medieval Latin Europeans, 
atavistic others in a double sense: they were con-
stantly moving around, and they were pagans. 
Confrontation with nomads could be bellicose 
when pagan nomads (or other fast-moving pa-
gan attackers like the Vikings in the 9th century) 
invaded, and they could be more or less peace-
ful and permanent (when pagan nomads became 
subjects to Christian sedentary kingdoms such as 
Hungary since the 11th c. or late medieval Poland/ 
Lithuania). All this is the basis of representations 
of nomads on medieval world maps (Mappae 
Mundi), a medium used much more widely than 
just for geographic ideas. Mappae Mundi were 
true tools of interpreting the world (Weltdeutung) 
on different mental and intellectual levels as well 
as by the entangled medial approaches (pictura et    
scriptura). As such, they can provide an interes-
ting context for late medieval images of nomads. 
The paper will put the representations of nomadic 
tribes into the wider context of representations of 
movement, using examples of different 14th and 
15th century Mappae Mundi, contextualized with 
the help of (other) written sources of the time.
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THE MOBILITY OF THE PRIVILEGED AND 
THE MARGINALIZED

Mobility, crime, and punishment and in 
the 13th and 14th centuries Byzantium
Ekaterini MITSIOU  | ÖAW Vienna

The period after the conquest of Constantinople 
by the Crusaders in 1204 in the Byzantine sphere 
is marked by the (social) mobility of individuals 
and groups in search of security in an insecure 
world. Many of them found shelter in the three 
Greek States formed in the periphery of the for-
mer Byzantine Empire (Nicaea, Epirus and Tre-
bizond). However, the presence of newcomers 
created a new -often negative- dynamic inside the 
local societies. Α high number of criminal cases 
attested in the first half of the 13th century may be 
indicative of this tendency. In the 14th century, an 
irreplacable source, the Patriarchal Register pro-
vides further information about crime, justice and 
mobility. Notorious is the case of Paulos Tagaris 
who as lived an adventurous life escaping the By-
zantine justice system by traveling in the Eastern 
Mediterranean and Western Europe.
The present paper aims at analysing the connec-
tion between mobility and crime in Late Byzanti-
um, the movement of individuals to receive justi-
ce or to avoid the justice system as Tagaris did. I 
will focus also on the geographical aspects of this 
type of mobility and well as on its description in 
the sources.
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THE MOBILITY OF THE PRIVILEGED AND 
THE MARGINALIZED

Bandits, plundering hordes or glorious 
armies: vagrant people in the Early  
6th century
Katharina WINCKLER  | ÖAW Vienna

When reading the source of the beginning of the 
6th century, we gain information about many so-
called gentes who had roamed the Roman Em-
pire just a few generations before, after the fall 
of Attila’s Hunnic realm. We read many names – 
well known like Goths, Franks and Vandals but 
also lesser known like Heruli and Rugi. When 
reading the sources, it is apparent, that ancient 
writers were heavily biased – and it was not cus-
tom, to hide it. A glorious army in one text could 
be a plundering horde of barbarians in the next. 
Central to these descriptions was also the vagrant 
lifestyle of these armies/hordes. I will investiga-
te mainly this motive by focusing on the Vita Se-
verini written by the monk Eugippius at the be-
ginning of the 6th century. As a comparison of 
Eugippius’ ideas on barbars I will use other con-
temporary writers, like Cassiodorus. 
How central was the motive of vagrancy and can 
it be connected to the ancient topoi of robbers and 
bandits? Also, the authors differentiated between 
the groups, also recurring to ancient categories of 
latrones and hostes, as well as other concepts.
By investigating when and why these categories 
were ascribed to the different groups, I will try 
to unravel the discursive strategy and the hidden 
(but mostly quite apparent) motives of the author 
Eugippius and his idea of the ideal relations bet-
ween romans and barbarians.
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The popes and their Greeks in the 7th 
and 8th centuries
Clemens GANTNER  | ÖAW Vienna

In the course of the seventh century, Rome had 
seen an ever stronger immigration of people sub-
sumed under the umbrella-term ‘Greeks’. Modern 
research even still counts the majority of popes 
between 670 and 751 as Greek popes, even though 
that label needs to be used with care. The paper 
will give an overview of how these migrants 
shaped the fate of the Eternal City – and will ask if 
and in what respect it mattered whether someone 
(was) identified as Greek in that period.
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Idle Wanderers Redeemed?  
The problematic valorisation of 
vagrant mobility, from Shakespeare to 
Wordsworth
Dave HITCHCOCK  | University of Canterbury

The vast preponderance of early modern English-
language commentary about the movements of 
the vagrant poor was condemnatory. And across 
Europe, in the work of hundreds of authors and 
in thousands of texts, and in a range of formats, 
languages, and genres; we find a virtually iden-
tical prototypical discourse of productivity that 
presumed the poorest subjects migrated to sub-
sist, or ‘wandered and begged’, and that elite sub-
jects travelled purposefully and urbanely, in the 
service of their own betterment or the interests of 
their families and states. Vagrants were thought 
to pose material, social, and even spiritual threats 
to the communities they migrated to; the funda-
mental nature of their mobility was perceived as 
a burden that settled inhabitants were required, 
whether resentfully or in imitation of Christ, to 
bear.
However, a range of contemporaries including 
William Shakespeare, John Taylor, Bernard Man-
deville, Charlotte Turner Smith, William Words-
worth and many anonymous commonplace au-
thors, balladeers, and poets, all produced works 
which actively valorised vagrant forms of mobili-
ty and migration, whether to dramatic, comic, or 
literary effect, or in the case of Mandeville in full 
seriousness. This discourse flowered most fully in 
the sentimental poetry of the Romantic period but 
its roots lie clearly in the poetic and commonpla-
cing traditions of the Renaissance. Any intellec-
tual history of plebeian migration, of lower-class 
mobility as ‘deviance’, must therefore contend not 
only with the overwhelming evidence of  wides-
pread fear and contempt which the movements of 
the poorest inspired, but also with the romanti-
cisation of that same mobility; with its precocious 
representation as a form of movement which 
‘freed’ the subject from social bonds and obliga-
tions, from material concerns, and which gestured 
at forms of spiritual mendicancy and ascetic deni-
al which better characterised a previous age.
In this paper I will set these two intellectual 

strands in dialogue, primarily but not exclusi-
vely using sources from early modern England 
and using the common denominator of a virtu-
ally universal ‘assumption of idleness’. I will ex-
plain how neither condemnation and reform, nor 
romance and redemption, served the interests of 
the mobile poor themselves. I have contended 
in a range of scholarship that the vast majority 
of the cultural and intellectual ‘discourse of va-
grancy’ unhelpfully ‘stood in front of’ the lived 
experiences of actual vagrants; that its purposes, 
even when they complimented individual aspects 
of vagrant mobility, were fundamentally at odds 
with any true understanding of abject poverty 
or with any systemic amelioration of its effects. 
As sympathetic as we find ourselves upon rea-
ding ‘The Old Cumberland Beggar’, viewing the 
poem’s aged protagonist with glances ‘sidelong, 
and half reverted’, we are not invited to alleviate 
his distress in any fashion larger than a handout 
of alms gently given.  It is perhaps the most bitter 
irony of early modern understandings of pauper 
mobility: that even heightened sympathy for the 
circumstances of that mobility produced in turn a 
narrowing of soluble horizons which could van-
quish the circumstances which produced it.
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Migration, Monasticism and Mission. 
Intersecting developments in Gaul of 
the 5th century
Uta HEIL  | University of Vienna

In which way were the upheavals of the 5th cen-
tury perceived? What resonance did the migra-
tory movements and military campaigns find in 
the Christian sources of the time? Ian Wood has 
recently reviewed the sources and pointed out 
that there may have been some alarmist state-
ments, such as in the letters of Jerome, but the 
overall reactions in contemporary sources are va-
ried and inconsistent, “because experiences dif-
fered throughout the West, not least because the 
numbers of immigrants were such that they were 
very unevenly distributed” (“Response to Migra-
tion and Migrants in the Fifth- and Sixth-Century 
West”, 2019, p. 202). This lecture will deal with a 
few selected sources and offer an additional possi-
ble explanation for these observations. The Chris-
tian sources demonstrate that the perception and 
reception of the political events have been influ-
enced by other intersecting Christian discourses 
and developments in those times as well. 
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THE DISCOURSE ON EMIGRATION IN THE 
AGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT

“[S]ome very real disadvantages must 
exist to make a Swede dissatisfied 
with dwelling in Sweden”. Anders 
Chydenius’ The Causes of Emigration 
(1765)
Ere NOKLALA  | University of Helsinki

In search of Radical Swedish Enlighteners, the 
name of Anders Chydenius (1729–1803) is often 
mentioned as first. This Finnish priest and a mem-
ber of Riksdag was a decided advocate of the free-
dom of press, and he was one of the moving forces 
behind the freedom of press act of 1766. In the 
field of economics his most known work The Na-
tional Gain [Den Nationnale Winsten] (1765) has 
been interpreted to have been anticipating Adam 
Smith’s liberal ideas presented in the Wealth of 
Nations (1776). Going beyond national myth 
building of “great thinkers”, and the dichotomy 
between mercantilism and liberalism this presen-
tation explores Chydenius’s economic and politi-
cal ideas in the context of his local community in 
Ostrobothnia. Simultaneously Chydenius’s eco-
nomic and political thought is placed within the 
wider field of early modern political economy. I 
will give special attention to Chydenius’s Answer 
to the Question Prescribed by the Royal Academy 
of Sciences: What May Be the Cause of So Many 
People Annually Emigrating from This Country? 
And by What Measures May It Best Be Preven-
ted? [Swar på den af Kgl. Wetenskaps Academien 
förestälta frågan: Hwad kan vara orsaken, at så-
dan myckenhet swenskt folk årligen flytter utur 
landet? och genom hwad författningar det kan 
bäst förekommas?] (1765), which in many ways 
foreshadowed Chydenius’s later economic and 
political writings. Chydenius’s essay was written 
for the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences prize 
essay competition (1763) on the causes of emigra-
tion. 
Underpopulation had been a great concern in 
Sweden for a long time; at least since the Great 
Northern War (1700–1721). To keep a track of the 
situation the Swedish Office of Tables (Tabell-
verket) established in 1749 collected information 
about the population in Sweden. Royal Swedish 
Academy’s prize essay competition was promp-
ted by the rising concern that the number of inha-
bitants was in decline. One of the main causes of 

this was believed to be emigration. The question 
was: Why were the Swedes emigrating and what 
to do about it? Chydenius used the prize essay 
competition as a possibility of having a political 
debate. Some commentators had suggested that 
emigration was caused by lacking love of father-
land. Others suggested that emigration should 
be forbidden altogether. To Chydenius banning 
emigration was not an alternative. It would rather 
be a manifestation of the real problem: coercion 
and lack of freedom in Sweden. As he stated in 
§ 18 of his essay “A fatherland without freedom 
and livelihood is a big word that signifies little!”. 
As an example, Chydenius used the staple poli-
cy, which prevented Ostrobothnian towns from 
receiving staple rights. According to Chydenius, 
the lack of freedom made it impossible for many 
Swedes to pursue for their happiness in Sweden. 
Chydenius’s essay pointed to the necessity of wi-
de-ranging social, political and economic changes 
in Sweden. There was an underlying assumption 
of the capacity of individuals – including male 
and female servants – to guide themselves to hap-
piness. In this sense Chydenius was questioning 
the paternal order of the early modern Swedish 
society.
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HISTORICAL RESEARCH IN THE EARLY 
20TH CENTURY

Northern Desire. Migration and 
Fatherland in NS Germany’s Imagined 
Past
Francesco BORRI  | University of Venice
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MIGRATION VS. AUTOCHTHON: 
HISTORICAL RESEARCH IN THE EARLY 
20TH CENTURY 

Fiction and Fact. Perceptions and 
perspectives on the transition from Late 
Antiquity to the Early Middle Ages 
Roland STEINACHER  | University of Innsbruck
 
Metaphors based on a “migration of peoples” 
sweeping away the Roman Empire are familiar 
to the contemporary public. Hordes of barbarians 
are said to have crossed the borders en masse, de-
stroying the empire as well as its cultural achie-
vements, causing a deep cultural rupture. Armed 
barbarians, uncivilized gangs from the north 
took over and Europe fell into the Dark Ages. 
These narratives seem immutable though recent 
research developed differentiations and better ex-
planations based on the “Transformation of the 
Roman World” as well as the “integration” of bar-
barian gentes in a late antique social, political and 
cultural milieu.
Recently, Oswald Arnold Gottfried Spengler’s 
(1880–1836) rediscovered oeuvre became a star-
ting point for postulating a sharp cultural, eco-
nomic, and civilizational break in between late 
antiquity and the early Middle Ages. At the same 
time comparisons to recent migrations became en 
vogue. Rome was again ‚murdered‘ and destroyed 
by savages from the North or the steppes of Asia. 
The background of these debates roots in the Early 
Modern period and since then regularly became 
reactivated. Public interest is astonishingly great, 
while at the same time there is a sturdy discre-
pancy in between elaborated textual critique and 
hasty judgments, being applied to complex histo-
rical contexts with remarkable carelessness.
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